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HEPATITIS B SURFACE ANTIBODY (QUANT)
HEPATITIS B SURFACE ANTIBODY (QUANT)69
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Reference Range
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Test Name

mIU/mL

CB

Patient has immunity to hepatitis B virus.

This test was performed using the Siemens
chemiluminescent method effective November 21, 2013.
Quantitative values from the previous Ortho Vitros
method should not be used interchangeably.
RUBELLA IMMUNE STATUS
RUBELLA ANTIBODY (IGG)
3.89
Value
Interpretation
-----------------< or = 0.90
Negative
0.91-1.09
Equivocal
> or = 1.10
Positive
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The presence of rubella IgG antibody suggests
immunization or past or current infection with
rubella virus.
VARICELLA ZOSTER VIRUS ANTIBODY (IGG)
VARICELLA ZOSTER VIRUS ANTIBODY
1.50
Index
Explanation of Results
-----------------------------< or = 0.90
Negative - No VZV IgG Antibody detected
0.91 - 1.09
Equivocal
> or = 1.10
Positive - VZV IgG Antibody detected

CB
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CB

index

CB

A positive result indicates that the patient
has antibody to VZV but does not differentiate
between infection (active or past) and vaccination.
The clinical diagnosis must be interpreted in
conjunction with the clinical signs and symptoms of
the patient. This assay reliably measures immunity
due to previous infection but may not always be
sensitive enough to detect antibodies induced by
vaccination. Thus, a negative result in a vaccinated
individual does not necessarily indicate
susceptibility to VZV infection.

MEASLES ANTIBODY (IGG)
MEASLES ANTIBODY (IGG)
Index
--------< or = 0.90
0.91 - 1.09
> or = 1.10

1.99
Explanation of Test Results
--------------------------Negative - No Rubeola (Measles) IgG
Antibody detected
Equivocal
Positive - Rubeola (Measles) IgG
Antibody detected

Positive results suggest recent or previous infection
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with Measles (Rubeola) virus and imply immunity.
Patients exhibiting equivocal results should be
retested in one month, if clinically indicated.
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MUMPS VIRUS ANTIBODY (IGG)
MUMPS VIRUS ANTIBODY (IGG)
2.55
Index
Interpretation
< or = 0.90
Negative
0.91-1.09
Equivocal
> or = 1.10
Positive
A positive result indicates that the patient has antibody
to mumps virus. It does not differentiate between an
active or past infection. The clinical diagnosis must
be interpreted in conjunction with the clinical signs
and symptoms of the patient.
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